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Section 1: Overview of Survey Results
Executive Summary:
We received 29 responses from instructors on the College of Business Survey, approximately
20 percent of the College of Business faculty. This survey was designed to help us understand
the writing demands for students enrolled in business courses. We thought this information
would be helpful for the graduate assistants and adjunct faculty who teach English 145.13
courses, a requirement for business majors, and the College of Business faculty. Reviewing the
data, we found the following:
•

•

•

•

•

Common Types of Writing: Instructors noted several types of writing that are common
to English 145.13 that are similar to the assignments or projects students complete in
business courses. The most common genres across courses are reports, case studies,
memos, emails, or other business correspondence.
Categories of Writing: Most instructors categorized the writing that they assign from
the following categories: school-based academic writing (for example, essays, reports,
or responses) or workplace writing responses.
Important Skills: The skills most frequently identified as important in the writing that
instructors assign include content or subject knowledge, grammatical form or structures,
critical thinking, and persuasive form.
Skills or Knowledge Demonstrating Successful Writing: While instructors mention a
variety of skills, the most frequently cited skills were “correct” grammar, clarity,
content knowledge, and research skills.
Grading Methods: The majority of instructors selected the grading option, “Students
turn in work and receive a grade (with extensive comments)” followed closely by the
option “Students turn in work and receive a grade (with minimal comments).”
Additionally, instructors mention the use of grading rubrics and individual comments
and general comments to the class.

Section 2: Survey Results
Courses with significant writing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACC 168,231,232,235,260,266,330,337,431,435,437
BUS 100
BTE 141,330,354,362,363,399
FIL 185,240,241,318,341,346,349,352
INB 225
MBA 412,430
MKT 230,232,233,234,324,326,403,439.06
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MQM 100,220,221,226,289,323,340,340.18,352,384,385,386,421

Common Types of Writing Shared in ENG145.13 and Business Courses :
The following responses were offered for instructors to select:
• Reports: 18 responses
• Case Studies: 13 responses
• Memos/Emails or other Business Correspondence: 9 responses
• Reading Responses (usually written in paragraph form): 9 responses
• Multi-media Presentations: 8 responses
• Business Letters and/or Memos: 8 responses
• Job Materials (Cover letters, Resumes, Query Letters, etc.): 7 responses
• Business Plans: 6 responses
• Proposals: 5 responses
• Budgets: 4 responses
• Scholarly writing (specifically modeled on scholarly publications in a field or
discipline): 3 responses
• Training Materials: 2 responses
• Timed Essay Exams: 2 responses
• Storyboards (for Commercials, Training Videos, etc.): 2 responses
• Scholarly writing (specifically targeted at undergraduate publication): 2 responses
• Other: 6 responses

Categories of Writing:
Instructors selected the following categories for the writing assigned in their courses.
•
•
•
•
•

School-based Academic writing (Essay, Reports, Responses, etc.):
9 responses
Workplace writing: 7 responses
Some combination of the above: 7 responses
Technical writing similar to professional practice: 1 response
Briefs and Article Summaries: 1 response

Grading Methods:
Instructors selected the following categories for the grading methods used in their courses.
•
•
•
•

Students turn in work and receive a grade (with extensive comments): 19 responses
Students turn in work and receive a grade (with minimal comments): 12 responses
Students turn in work, receive instructor comments, and then revise for a grade: 5
responses
Proof-of-learning: Students are asked to document their knowledge about the type of
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writing they have completed: 3 responses
Students turn in work and receive a grade (without comments):
2 responses
Students turn in work, complete peer review activities, and then revise for a grade: 2
responses
Self-assessments: Students comment on their own work and discuss its accuracy,
quality, etc.: 2 responses
Peer assessments: Peers not only work to help with revision, but they assess and offer
comments on the quality of the work (in terms of grade): 2 responses

Other Types of Grading or Assessment:
The other assessments primarily used by instructors are rubrics. Instructors also discussed the
feedback that students receive in response to their writing. Of the 10 additional comments, five
provided detailed information about the comments/feedback provided for students. For
example, “I provide comments regarding content of material and grammatical errors. The
students revise the paper and submit it for a final grade.”

Skills Demonstrated in Successful Writing:
In this section of the survey, instructors included information about the skills students exhibit
in successful writing in their classes. The skills suggested are represented as percentages in the
graph below along with the actual amount coded in the chart below the graph. The most
frequently cited skill in demonstrating successful writing is correct grammatical constructions,
including complete sentence structure, punctuation, and spelling. While specifically listed as a
secondary goal for some instructors, grammatical constructions were cited in 12 of the 44
coded responses. Writing clarity, including conciseness, was the next most valuable skill
demonstrated in successful writing with 8 of 44 coded responses. Accurate content knowledge
and research skills were the next most important skills demonstrated by students producing
successful writing.
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Skills Demonstrated in Successful Writing

Grammar
Clarity
Content Knowledge
Research Skills
Genre Conventions
Critical Thinking

Skills Demonstrated in Successful Writing
Grammar
Clarity
Content Knowledge
Research Skills
Genre Conventions
Critical Thinking
Organization
Student Selected Topic
Summary
Total Coded Responses

Number of Coded Responses
12
8
6
5
4
4
3
1
1
44

Most Important Skills Writing is Designed to Teach:
The primary skills writing assignments are designed to teach are content or subject knowledge
and grammatical skills. Both skills are mentioned in 9 out of 45 coded instructor comments.
Critical thinking skills are the next most important skill listed by instructors representing 6 out
of 45 coded responses. The balance of the listed skills is recorded in the chart below.
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Most Important Skills Writing Designed to Teach

Grammar
Clarity
Content Knowledge
Research Skills
Genre Conventions
Critical Thinking

Most Important Skills Writing is Designed to Teach
Content or Subject Knowledge
Grammar
Critical Thinking
Analysis
Persuasion
Research Skills
Genre Conventions
Total Coded Responses

Number of Coded Responses
9
9
6
5
4
3
2
38
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Section 3: Comments, Observations and Suggestions
Additional Comments:
Six instructors added additional comments to their survey. One instructor suggested that
English 145.13 focus more on business genres, like memos and letters. Five instructors
included concerns about students’ grammatical constructions including problems with spelling,
grammar, punctuation, and sentence construction. One instructor recommended introducing
students to library guides. (Guides are available for English 101, but not English 145. There
are resources that students might use from the library guides.)

Observations and Suggestions:
Based on the information we’ve collected from the survey and the 46 assignment sheets
instructors provided, we can make the following observations regarding the work students do
in ENG 145.13:
•

•

•

The types of assignments in the course are definitely in sync with the work that is
assigned in the course. However, differences in focus in assigning and assessing
writing may make the experience of writing in ENG145.13 and writing in other COB
courses somewhat different.
COB faculty find “content knowledge” a key skill as well as an important part of
assessment, and this is something that ENG 145.13 can help students to realize and
prepare for, but not necessarily address in their writing in the course.
The writing research students are expected to complete in ENG 145.13 aligns with an
expectation for research in the COB writing assignments.

Based on the information we’ve collected, we’re also planning to bring up the following items
for discussion with our ENG 145.13 instructors:
•

•
•

•

Can we increase our work to help students see that an understanding of the content
information is a critical part of writing well for their COB courses? [Possibly a stronger
focus on researched-writing could be useful here].
Can we increase student exposure to the databases and research tools that may be
important to them in their various fields?
Can we intensify student awareness of how to use peer and self-assessment as tools to
help them improve their success in the “one shot” scenarios (without revision) that will
be part of their work in COB courses?
Can we help students understand when grammatical errors, defined variously as errors
in syntax, sentence structure, punctuation, and spelling, are stigmatizing? In other
words, can we help students understand the implications of making these errors in
genres where they must be minimized or completely eliminated in order for their
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writing to be accepted in professional writing situations by professional writing
communities?
Can we provide resources for students if/when they are aware that they need to improve
the mechanical aspects of their writing?

Possible Next Steps:
In order to help students improve their mechanical skills, including grammatical issues like
sentence level structure and organization and/or stylistic issues related to clarity, we would
like to meet with COB faculty to discuss the possibility of offering students mini instructional
sessions to help them tackle the mechanical and stylistic challenges in their writing.
In a “grammar camp” session, we could:
• Focus on a discrete grammatical construction that students know they don’t completely
understand, for example using semi-colons or using commas.
• Offer hands-on activities to help students build mastery of the topic as it relates to
specific business genres.
• Provide instruction in a small group setting from a graduate assistant specializing in
linguistics or a related field.
• Build a student’s confidence in the mechanical/stylistic areas known to be problematic
for individual students.
• Offer low-cost tuition for each session, perhaps $10 to $15 for a two-hour session.
Working in conjunction with the College of Business, the Writing Program could:
• Identify graduate students specializing in grammar instruction to teach the session.
• Select grammar camp topics as identified by instructors.
• Create a schedule of sessions for each semester.
• Design posters to let students know about the sessions, times, dates, and costs.
• Provide a meeting space for sessions.

